
Vocational Guidance Festival of Siberian Federal University in
Tajikistan

On 28-30 November 2021, within the framework of
the Russian Space: Science and Education project,
Siberian Federal University organizes a large-scale
career guidance and popular science festival in
Dushanbe (Tajikistan).

Schoolchildren, parents, students and teachers will learn more about studying in Russia and applying to
Siberian Federal University. The festival will be held at the Russian-Tajik (Slavonic) University, and its
program includes three blocks: a vocational guidance block for schoolchildren and their parents, an
educational block for higher school teachers, and a popular science block for everyone. Future applicants
will have entertaining masterclasses and lessons in mathematics, mining and petroleum engineering,
Russian language and programming held by lecturers of Siberian Federal University. In addition, the
festival will hold a Q&A session on the admission rules and conditions of study at SibFU.
Participation is free and requires only registering.

Higher education lecturers can enroll in advanced training courses at SibFU's Centre of Continuing
Education which presents six advanced training programs for 36 hours:

use of digital didactic tools in teaching journalism and media technologies;●

cloud office of the lecturer;●

techniques of digital didactics in teaching regional studies;●

techniques of digital didactics in teaching sociology;●

means of digital didactics in teaching courses in the field of international relations and foreign policy;●

digital rhetoric in the professional activity of a higher school lecturer.●

Each course consists of two modules: a module on the basics of digital didactics, which on 28, 29 and 30
November can be mastered at Russian-Tajik (Slavonic) University, and a specialized module devoted to
techniques and means of teaching journalism, media technologies, sociology, regional studies,
international relations and foreign policy which is available for independent work on the Centre's website.
More details on the advanced training programs and registering for the course are on the website.
In addition, the festival offers all schoolchildren, students and teachers to take part in the popular science
program: to watch scientific films in the full-dome cinema, visit the science cafe and listen to a lecture by
a leading scientist over a cup of tea, or visit experiment-show. Participants in scientific quizzes and quests
will receive prizes and gifts.
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